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Word Pronunciation Definition

Grade
Level

arranged 4 ß-rànjd´ placed in a certain order or position; prepared or made plans 
for; settled

boring 5 bôr´ ½ng dull; not interesting; not exciting

carefully 4 kâr´ fß-lè in a gentle manner; gently or not in a rough way; in a way 
that pays attention to details; in a way intended to avoid or 
prevent danger, or harm; in a way that protects

considered 5 kßn-s½´ dßrd thought about; pondered

evil 5 è´ vßl morally bad or wrong; wicked

gossip 6 g¼s´ ½p information, often harmful and not always true, that is passed 
from one person to another

hauled 5 hôld carried, dragged, or pulled something from one location to 
another; pulled, took, or drew something out of or from 
something else; removed

hurriedly 5 hûr´ ½d-lè in a rushed way; quickly or swiftly, and sometimes 
carelessly; hastily

imaginary 4 ½-m¥j´ ß-n¤r-è not real; existing only in someone's mind; fictitious or 
made-up

limped 4 l½mpt walked while favoring a foot or leg; hobbled; walked 
awkwardly because of an injury or handicap

muddy 4 m¾d´ è mixed with or made dirty by wet soil; full or covered with 
muck or moist or wet dirt; clouded or made unclear by soil or 
dirt

paddock 8 p¥d´ ßk a small enclosed pasture for horses or other animals

pamphlet 7 p¥m´ fl½t a small paper booklet; a small printed work, often having a 
paper cover and consisting of a few unbound pages

porridge 6 pôr´ ½j oatmeal; a hot cereal made of a grain boiled in water or milk

sharply 5 shärp´ lè in an angry, bitter, or harsh tone of voice; in a biting or 
hurtful manner; in rudely short, impolite, or unpleasant way; 
in an annoyed manner; sternly

Pronunciation Guide
Examples Examples Examples

b bed
ch chalk, catch, question
d
f
g
h
hw
j
k
l
m
n
p
r
s

drawer, could
fish, rough, graph, calf
great, guest
happy
where
jump, giraffe, bridge
ankle, cat, rack, chasm, quiche
lemon, needle
rhyme, hymn, tomb
nice, know, gnat
pet
red, wrist, rhyme
sister, cent, psalm, science

t toy, debt, thyme, receipt sit, dessert½
th
ª
v
w
y
z
zh
sh
¥
à
âr
ä
¤
è

think
than
savage
with, while
yes
zebra
leisure, genre
shut, motion, chandelier, issue
bad
hate
care, hair, wear
father, are
fetch, head
be, seat, receive

ì
îr
¼
ò
ô/ôr
oi
‡
†
ou
¾
ûr
y†
ß
ßr

slide, pie
pier, hear, miracle
hot, conscious
hope, boat, row
caught, raw, for, war
noise, boy
book
tool
found, how
cup, rummage
fur, heard
cute, beautiful
afar, capable, us
father, fir


